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A	zombie	at	twilight	in	a	field	of	sugarcane	in	Hai8.	By	

Jean-Noel	Lafargue;	Wikimedia,	Open	Access.	













hFps://zombieresearchsociety.com/archives/

28655	



hFp://conceptlab.com/frog/	





Experiments	in	Galvanism	as	installed	at	the	Walter	Phillips	Gallery	in	Banff	in	

2005.	Photo	by	Steve	Dietz.	



Experiments	in	Galvanism	as	

installed	at	the	Walter	Phillips	

Gallery	in	Banff	in	2005.	Photo	

by	Steve	Dietz.	



Experiments	in	Galvanism	as	installed	at	the	Walter	Phillips	Gallery	in	Banff	in	

2005.	Photo	by	Steve	Dietz.	



Zombie Renaissance

hFp://www.historynaked.com/renaissance-zombies/	



Zombie Renaissance















crawlers	 Nazi	Zombies	



Generic	zombies	

Cordyceps	



Resident	Evil	

Mutated	Zombies	

Resident	Evil	

Mutated	Zombies	



hFps://mysteriousuniverse.org/2017/08/zombie-caterpillars-climb-

to-tops-of-trees-and-explode/	





















hFps://readcomiconline.to/Comic/Crossed	



hFps://www.pinterest.com/pin/17662623516680670/?lp=true	



hFps://readcomiconline.to/Comic/LiFle-Bird	



hFps://www.amazon.com/Marvel-

Zombies-Robert-Kirkman/dp/

078512277X	











hFps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNczANEOTZ8	





hFps://www.imdb.com/8tle/F0887973/	





hFps://www.quartertothree.com/fp/2011/10/10/worst-thing-youll-see-all-week-zibahkhana/	







hFps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinda_Laash	



hFps://www.pinterest.es/pin/415808978075760351/?lp=true	



hFps://scifi.stackexchange.com/ques8ons/8208/are-there-actual-zombie-rules	













José	Luis	Bermúdez,	Zombies	and	Consciousness	–	Robert	Kirk,	The	Philosophical	Quarterly,	Volume	57,	Issue	227,	April	

2007,	Pages	306–308,	hFps://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9213.2007.486_5.x	

















Major

Post	Mid-Crit	



Aik	subha/roz,	achanak	he	afwah	pheli	keh	barri	tadaad	

main	log	bemaar	parr	rahay	hain,	magar	tajub	ki	baat	to	

ye	hai	keh	un	main	zehni	mareez	shamil	nahin,	balkay	

woh	log	jin	kay	paas	damagh	to	zaroor	hain	aur	un	ka	

faida	uthanay	ki	selaheyat	bhi	rakhte	hain	magar	phir	bhi	

woh	apna	zehan	na	istemaal	karnay	par	majboor	hain.	

Story Time
Narration:



Feedback	

•  Character	Profiling	

•  Zombifica8on	scale	

•  Interes8ng	people	

vs.	tragic	existence	



Comic  



In the first half

- Being able to explore and identify differences in the visual styles
- Character developments
- Environments

Visual experimentation for Mini-thesis	



Previous Sketches





Silhouettes



Juxtaposition

Test scene # 1



Juxtaposition

Test scene # 1





Jhallo



•  Characters	idea8ons	

•  Visual	process	



•  Human	

•  Mutated	creature	

•  Zombie	



Recent 
Sketches











Chaudhary





Nazar





Munna/Chotu





Tiddi























•  Narra8ve/Structure	

•  Fish-eye	perspec8ve	



Thank you!

•  Color	paleFe	





Farishta’s	Worksta8on	

42	in	x	23.647	in	



Jhallo	on	the	dance	floor	

42	in	x	12.883	in	



On	the	way	to	Emporium	Grand	

42	in	x	21.193	in	



Pindi	boy	extravaganza	

35.123	in	x	24.897	in	



Tiddi	on	the	sofa	

42	in	x	24.213	in	





Fic8onal	newspaper	





Purpose;	would	be	seeing	things	as	a	

viewer	while	taking	a	step	back,	on	a	

fic8onal	piece	of	paper	which	

represents	our	reality.	

	

Bringing	news	to	you.	



Sec8ons/Categorized:	

Film	releases:	The	Legend	of	

the	Gol	Ro8s	

Best	Hits:		

Self-loathing	single	track;	Haye	

mein	bechara	

Taane	pe	Taana	

Public	Service	messages	

From	the	public	to	the	public	

“I	lost	my	number	can	i	get	

urs”	

	



hFps://

instagram.com/

thedardrar?

igshid=1i57ud6f6l

x5n	



hFps://

instagram.com/

patri.aadmi?

igshid=mnsmlhav

8snq	



hFps://

instagram.com/

patri.aadmi?

igshid=mnsmlhav

8snq	



Culture	jamming	is	a	tac8c	used	by	many	an8-

consumerist	social	movements	to	disrupt	or	

subvert	media	culture	and	its	mainstream	

cultural	ins8tu8ons,	including	corporate	

adver8sing.	It	aFempts	to	"expose	the	

methods	of	domina8on"	of	a	mass	society	to	

foster	progressive	change.	
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Setting a storyline



Narrative #1: The adventures of Tiddi and Munna 

Tiddi and Munna find themselves in a maze-type 
location which seems to be old Lahore admist an 

apocalyptic zombie outbreak. Their main goal is to 
make their way through many obstacles and of 

course zombies too and find gates to escape 

before it's too late. 



Narrative #2: The adventures of Tiddi and Munna 

Tiddi and Munna ran into a group of street begger 
kids and they discover harsh realities while 

exploring their part of the world. 



Narrative #3: The adventures of Tiddi and Munna
“Nazar Band”

Tiddi and Munna are on a mission to catch the 

wildest and most dangerous creature which thrives 
in the darkest of corners and in people's minds, the 

legendary Nazar. 



Narrative # 4: FALOODA 

Non-material cultures intangible things product by a 
society onto a piece of paper known as “Falooda 

news” or newspaper and contemporary culture 
which refers to current shared themes, beliefs and 

values of the society. It includes present practices, 

trends as well as political and social beliefs. 
Understanding contemporary culture is key if we 

want to identify future trends and values. 



Narrative # 5: A SERIES "HUM ZINDA HAIN”

Inspired by HONY, photo series/ documentation 
with short conversations. Specifically targeting 

rishta aunties, pindi boys, burger bachay. As 
humans of pak/Islamabad has already been done 

this would be a more concentrated study on 

particular individuals. It'd be a platform where they 
can speak up and share their side of the story. 



Narrative # 6: Comic strips on South Asian/
Subcontinental Relevance

Exploring people of this region and their day to day 

mindless behaviors. "drowning in chai"  
Situation: Zombies are here 

And the Real churail (Identifier: “ultay pair”) says: 

"apni tou koi izzat hi nai rahi “. 
In these the main focus is not on the zombies but 

the behaviors of the people and after effects 

caused by the zombies. 



Narrative # 7: Nazar “AAP SAB PAR”

A mobile company manufactured cell phones under 
the name of Nazar. Is it a conspiracy or would the 

cellphones not sell? 



Narrative # 8: Coming of age story of her world 
becoming zombified

She just got back to Pakistan after acquiring higher 

studies abroad and is now back only to realize that 
everyone she knew and loved is a zombie or has 

undergone major mutations making life all the more 

difficult for her or should I say interesting for us. 
She's on the quest to understand what is 

happening and why? 



Narrative # 9: KHAANDAAN

An odd khandaan, different from the rest living in a 
Pakistani society, a series of their day to day lives. 

An interesting mix of zombies with conscience but 
at the end of the day they still have to satisfy their 

hunger. 

 
Tensions arise as they've been accused of murder.  

“The brain's missing from the body"  

Dialogue 7: Nahi jee hum tou China say import 
karwatay hain. (But stopped because of 

coronavirus). 
 

Scene 2: dimagh shopper Mai lekar jarahay hain 

for supper. Brains on a plate. 



Narrative # 10: FARISHTA

In the apocalyptic times good rishtas are extremely 
hard to find. Hence comes in the rishta aunty who 

searches for you a potential partner. *She is not a 
zombie and is all geared up* 



۱۸۹۹ 



•  Started from a curse 
•  From generation to generation 

•  Through blood lines 
•  It does not mention a cure as of yet 

•  They do have a hunger for brains 
•  The zombieness is evolving 
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Barray Nana



Larger Illustrations / Fish-eye Perspective 



hFps://www.instagram.com/p/B50MPvylfQb/?igshid=1ahtauh86sev7	



Phani Tetalli 









•  Audio-visuals 
•  Illustrations 



A combined experience of audio & visuals. 



Thesis project by: Kashmala Khan



Khandaan -e- 
Zombie

Thesis project by: Kashmala Khan



What If
Zombies actually showed up in Pakistan?



Literature Review
& Visual References



Films, Comics & TV Series in both 
Western and South Asian contexts

Etc.



Conceptual & Visual Inspiration

hFps://www.instagram.com/p/

B50MPvylfQb/?igshid=1ahtauh86sev7	

hFps://www.instagram.com/p/B50MPvylfQb/?igshid=1ahtauh86sev7	

hFps://www.instagram.com/p/B50MPvylfQb/?igshid=1ahtauh86sev7	

hFps://www.instagram.com/p/B50MPvylfQb/?igshid=1ahtauh86sev7	



Theoretical
Concepts



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Zombies & Consciousness
The Zombie Thought Experiment
The Zombie Archetype
The New Face of the Living Dead
Undead: American Culture
Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Dr. Steven Schlozman who is also the author of “Zombie Autopsies”, explains the human 
consequence of not feeling unique in his talk “Zombies Are Already Here!” (But it’s not 
what you think) at TEDxCoconutGrove in 2017. He goes on to explain when we talk 
about a person who’s unaware of his or her surroundings we think we perhaps should 
think about the people who don’t stop to take a breath every once in a while in their 
In their lives from the current realities and see what’s in front of us. 
 

Zombies & Consciousness
The Zombie Thought Experiment
The Zombie Archetype
The New Face of the Living Dead
Undead: American Culture
Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape

Zombies & Consciousness
In philosophy Zombies have spurred quite a debate regarding themselves and consciousness, 
It is understood that Zombies and Consciousness just don’t go hand in hand. Being conscious 
means to be aware and there is no such thing as awareness for a zombie. They are devoid of 
life. Though according to Schlozman they are pretty much like a crocodile who isn’t as 
conscious as a human but is still aware of his surroundings and responds to the environment. 
Similarly philosopher Paul Skokowski, says: “The damage that’s been done has changed their 
behaviour in other ways, but if they can smell fresh meat – a person -- and if they can see 
them and they could distinguish between colors or something I would argues that they really 
are conscious, in a more restricted way than we are”. These are two supporting arguments, 

yet the unifying idea of the zombie is still a human that has no conscious experience.

The Zombie Thought Experiment
The Zombie Archetype
The New Face of the Living Dead
Undead: American Culture
Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Zombies and Consciousness

The Zombie Thought Experiment
It takes into account the argument of The philosophical zombies or p-zombies this thought 
experiment exists in philosophy of perception and philosophy of mind. These Philosophical 
zombies are often associated with David Chalmers but zombies in this context were first used in 
1974 by philosopher Robert Kirk, who also wrote the book “Zombies and Consciousness” talking 
about similar concerns. These p-zombies were introduced primarily to argue in support of mind-
body dualism against forms of physicalism, such as materialism behaviourism and functionalism, 
according to which mental states such as consciousness, thought, belief, desire, etc, exist solely 
as behaviour or tendencies towards behaviours. It imagines zombies as being conceivable, a 
being that, if it could conceivably exist, logically disproves the idea that physical substance is all 
that is required to explain consciousness. Such a zombie would be indistinguishable from a 

normal human being but lack conscious experience, Qualia or sentience.

The Zombie Archetype
The New Face of the Living Dead
Undead: American Culture
Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Zombies & Consciousness
The Zombie Thought Experiment

The Zombie Archetype
One of the articles I came across encompassed most of the key points, ‘The Zombie 
Archetype: Living in a Viral Culture’ It links zombieism to ideas that have been for a while 
now especially being used as metaphors when questioning the meaning of a modern 
man, also referring to evils of technology and the chaos that the world would encounter 
after a possible political collapse. Even in our current situation these conversations are 
very much the hot topic for we are in a state of an unprecedented pandemic and the 

world has come to a halt, destroying the economies around the globe.

The New Face of the Living Dead
Undead: American Culture
Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Zombies & Consciousness
The Zombie Thought Experiment
The Zombie Archetype

The New Face of the Living Dead
We’ve also witnessed a switch in the perspective of the zombie, In the early stages filmic 
zombies largely consisted of black slaves used as undead labor under the control of 
white Voodoo sorcerers for eternities, as colonialism was  prominent part of the subject 
accounting to the historical references we’ve come across in Haitian Culture. In “White 
Zombie” we see the transformation of a white young woman who turns into a zombie at 
the hands of an evil voodoo master, this narrative very clearly entails themes inspired by 
Haiti. Another term that was coined, naturally stands out, “Zombies are Us”, in the Night 
of the Living Dead (1968), one of George Romero’s films changed the image of how 

now the zombie is to be perceived.

Undead: American Culture
Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Zombies & Consciousness
The Zombie Thought Experiment
The Zombie Archetype
The New Face of the Living Dead

Undead: American Culture
During research I constantly came across a certain perspective, when traced back to 
history and how the concept of the zombie was introduced in the American popular 
culture, and the films that I keep on mentioning serve as social commentaries which 
depict the zombie to be an average white american citizen, there is an apparent shift in 
the narrative of the zombie. Romero’s “Night of the Living Dead” comments on 
America’s racial ideologies. Now the enemy isn’t the violent black west Indian but rather 
the race and context has changed. It has also been mentioned many times that the 
phenomenon of the zombie is the explanation of America’s deepest fears and the 
consequence of their actions, that have come back to bite them. 

Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning



Zombie:
Multiple perspectives & Terms

Escape
Zombies & Consciousness
The Zombie Thought Experiment
The Zombie Archetype
The New Face of the Living Dead
Undead: American Culture

Zombies & our modern crisis of meaning
Zombies are us. 
They are the fictionally distorted, self reflected versions of modern man.  



Zombie in the
Mythological, Science Fictional, 
Metaphorical & Metaphysical

Sense



Zombie in the
Mythological, Science Fictional, 
Metaphorical & Metaphysical

Sense

Mythological Sense
Haitian Folklore 
Frankenstein; Gothic Novel written by Mary Shelley 
Metaphysical 

Science Fictional Sense
Metaphorical Sense
Metaphysical Sense



A	zombie	at	twilight	in	a	field	of	sugarcane	in	Hai8.	By	

Jean-Noel	Lafargue;	Wikimedia,	Open	Access.	



Zombie in the
Mythological, Science Fictional, 
Metaphorical & Metaphysical

Sense

Mythological Sense

Science Fictional Sense
Carriers, Radiation, Mental diseases, 
Vectors, Pathogens, Parasites, Scientific Accidents. 
 
Galvanism 
It is also said that 19th century galvanism might have created zombies. 
 
 

Metaphorical Sense
Metaphysical Sense
 



Zombie in the
Mythological, Science Fictional, 
Metaphorical & Metaphysical

Sense

Mythological Sense
Science Fictional Sense

Metaphorical Sense
A Zombie is a fictionally distorted, self-reflected version of the modern man. 
 
 

Metaphysical Sense
 



Zombie in the
Mythological, Science Fictional, 
Metaphorical & Metaphysical

Sense

Mythological Sense
Science Fictional Sense
Metaphorical Sense
 
 

Metaphysical Sense
Philosophical Zombies, Zombies & Consciousness – Robert Kirkman  
 







Second Half

Next Steps;
To find the Grounding between the characters
Storyline/Narrative
To think about the visual execution



Storytelling &
World building



Setting a storyline
Brainstorming



Setting a storyline
Trial Phase

Narrative #1: The adventures of Tiddi and 
Munna 

Tiddi and Munna find themselves in a maze-type 
location which seems to be old Lahore admist an 

apocalyptic zombie outbreak. Their main goal is to 
make their way through many obstacles and of 
course zombies too and find gates to escape 

before it's too late. 

Narrative #2: The adventures of Tiddi and 
Munna 
Tiddi and Munna ran into a group of street begger 

kids and they discover harsh realities while 
exploring their part of the world. 

Narrative #3: The adventures of Tiddi 
and Munna

“Nazar Band”

Tiddi and Munna are on a mission to catch 

the wildest and most dangerous creature 
which thrives in the darkest of corners and 
in people's minds, the legendary Nazar. 

Narrative # 4: FALOODA 

Non-material cultures intangible things product 

by a society onto a piece of paper known as 
“Falooda news” or newspaper and 

contemporary culture which refers to current 
shared themes, beliefs and values of the 
society. It includes present practices, trends as 

well as political and social beliefs. 
Understanding contemporary culture is key if 

we want to identify future trends and values. 

Narrative # 5: A SERIES "HUM ZINDA HAIN”

Inspired by HONY, photo series/ documentation 

with short conversations. Specifically targeting 
rishta aunties, pindi boys, burger bachay. As 

humans of pak/Islamabad has already been done 
this would be a more concentrated study on 
particular individuals. It'd be a platform where they 

can speak up and share their side of the story. 

Narrative # 6: Comic strips on South Asian/
Subcontinental Relevance

Exploring people of this region and their day to 
day mindless behaviors. "drowning in chai"  

Situation: Zombies are here 
And the Real churail (Identifier: “ultay pair”) 
says: "apni tou koi izzat hi nai rahi “. 

In these the main focus is not on the zombies 
but the behaviors of the people and after effects 

caused by the zombies. 



Narrative # 7: Nazar “AAP SAB 
PAR”

A mobile company manufactured cell 
phones under the name of Nazar. Is it 

a conspiracy or would the cellphones 
not sell? 

Narrative # 8: Coming of age story of her 
world becoming zombified

She just got back to Pakistan after acquiring 
higher studies abroad and is now back only to 

realize that everyone she knew and loved is a 
zombie or has undergone major mutations 
making life all the more difficult for her or should I 

say interesting for us. She's on the quest to 
understand what is happening and why? 

Narrative # 9: KHAANDAAN

An odd khandaan, different from the rest living in a 

Pakistani society, a series of their day to day lives. An 
interesting mix of zombies with conscience but at the 

end of the day they still have to satisfy their hunger. 
 
Tensions arise as they've been accused of murder.  

“The brain's missing from the body"  
Dialogue 7: Nahi jee hum tou China say import karwatay 

hain. (But stopped because of coronavirus). 
 
Scene 2: dimagh shopper Mai lekar jarahay hain for 

supper. Brains on a plate. 

Narrative # 10: FARISHTA

In the apocalyptic times good rishtas are extremely hard 

to find. Hence comes in the rishta aunty who searches 
for you a potential partner. *She is not a zombie and is 

all geared up* 

Setting a storyline
Trial Phase



Abstract:	

Looking	at	our	society	through	a	cri8cal	lens	and	a	ques8on	that,	

"what	 if	 zombies	actually	 showed	up	 in	Pakistan?"	Yes,	with	all	

the	 whimsy	 and	 wiuness	 involved,	 this	 project	 for	 me	 has	

evolved	in	unimaginable	ways.	This	fic8onal	concept	explores	the	

idea	of	an	unconven8onal	‘Pakistani	Khaandaan’	living	the	curse	

of	the	undead.	A	horde	of	zombies	occasionally	infec8ng	others	

and	 having	 a	 hunger	 for	 brains,	 alongside	 characters	 like	 the	

Molvis,	 Rishta	Aun8es	 and	Pindi	 Boys	 that	populate	 this	world.	

All	while	making	use	of	storytelling	through	illustra8ons,	colorful	

characters	and	situa8ons	abound.	



A Khandaan living in a 
Pakistani society

Story of 



The twist
They happen to be cursed 



The curse of the living dead

•  It makes them brainless; mindless as they age 
•  Their bodies decay twice as fast and even if they cross a 150, 

they just don’t seem to die. 
•  It has passed down since generations, through blood lines. 

•  Does not mention a cure as of yet 
•  They do have a hunger for brains 

•  The zombieness is evolving into a slightly metaphorical realm 

too as the family grows through generations. 
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Listing down ideas for 
visual executions





Baby Tiddi – 2008





Munna – 2017





Molvi’s First Wife – Carrying her luggage still

















































































Thank you!


